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1(a)

(b)

APPLIED M.ATHEMATICS _ II
(common to all branches' 

,ax. Marks: 75
Answer all thc gu*e stions.

Find

Find

L {(t2 - 3t + 2) sin 3t }

the inverse Laplace transform of

OR

4s+5

('- r)'(s + z)

{7M)

(8M)

l (7M)

: -2 (8M)

(8M)

(7M)

r -rl
to find L 

t

t2 et, y (0) : 1,

t6
(c)

(d)

Use convolution theorem

Solve:y"'- 3y"+3y'-y:

('-z)(s+z)'?

y'{o) : o, y" {o)

2{al

(b)

Find the Fourier series expansion of f (x) =

Obtain the half - range cosine series for f{x}

sli) _-_HenceshowthatL.^ 2 ,-;n=rt*fl _l L

eu in (O,2r ) (7M)

=sinxinOsx< 77

{8M)

OR

Obtain the sine and cosine series for f {x)(t rI - x. if 0 ( x ( -t4 ,2
Expand f (x) ={| 

" -1.,r lr * r,l. + " 2'
as the Fourier series of sine terms.

(c) =x inO<x< r

(d)
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3(a) Find the Fourier cosine transform of f (x) :

( t-
tb) Find the Fourier transform of F (x) = {

t0
t-xcosx-sinx x

Hence evaluate J t' 
cos -dx

l+ x2

xt,lrl{t
,l*l ) t

Code: BT2O1

{7M}

(8M)

{6M)

(c)

(oR)

Use parsevel's identity to prove that

T"bG.il

(d)

4(a)

(b)

Form the partial differential equation from f (xz + y2, z - qr ) = 0

Solve ' Z2 (P2 y2 + q2) = |

(7M)

(7M)

(8M)

{c}

(d)

Solve:(xz-yz-zzlp+

Au
Solve the equation 6,
u{0,t) =u(1,t) =0and

(7M)

) 0 I subject to the conditions

(8M)

(8M)

{71'/\

(Bm)

{7ml

{oR)

2 xyq, = 2xz

aAL

: a2 l!,01ox
u{x,O) =5sin

- -,1 2zz
$'t L lve

x ( 1, t

2 irx.

+32

Y15(a) Evaluate {i)

(b) Show that

zl I I
In+lJ

r(m)r(n) : B(m,n)
P(m+n)

(oR)

(c) Using Z - Transform, solve un+2 - 2un+r* un : 3n +5

(d) Prove tn^t fi(*,:)=22m-1 P(*,*)

f6'riF;a d'f=

fco

Solve the integral equation I f (t) cos s x d x = e-s
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ENGLISH - II
{Common to all branches)

Max. Marks: 75
Answer all the questions.

All Questions carry equal marks

1{") Prepare a dialogue between a Medical volunteer and a patient at an eye carnp.(b) Write a letter to your area Post-master regarding the improper delivery of letiers.(c) Interpret the following data and prepare a descriptive paragraph. [s+s+51

(d)
(e)

(ft

{oRl

Prepare a dialogue between a transporL official
Write a letter to the Principal requesting to
cultural week in your college.
Interpret the foilowing data on the layers above
Report.

and Mr. Roth.
arrange Inter-departmental sports and

the Earth's crust (km's) and prepare a

S+s+s)

600 km

StlO km

€t5 km

45 km

12 kn

+36* 6i0{} gso 12 f,0 150s-redperatu r€ (K)

Wheat output in India
{in million tonnesl 2005-o6 2oo6-o7 2oo7-oa 2008-o9 2009-10

A.P 30 35 45 50 55
M.P. 35 40 44 55 65
w.B oe

()r ) 36 48 57 60
T.N. 35 37 52 65 50
U.P. 45 50 55 65 75

EX(}Sf}f-iEFTE.

-FH€FTlV*OS$}HEFTE TOfgOSPF{EFIE

l\llES()SFHEFTE

STF}ATOgPftEFTE
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A company is considering a proposal to establish a new factory in your town-

Some of ttt" factors which will influence its decisions are given:

(i) State (ii) Raw material (iii) Labour {iv) Transport and communication facilities
(v) construction cost (vi) Education facilities'
Invent the necessary'details and write a report to the managing director of the

company about the suitability of the place for the establishment of a factory.
[8m]

What precautions must be taken for effective 'Presentations', Explain. [7m]

{oR)

You are the works- manager of Narmada Engineers Pvt.
prepare a report on the causes of frequent accidents and

electricity duiing the last 6 months, which is to be submitted
director of the company.
what is the si.gnificance of non-verbal communications.

write an e-mail to the Director, NSTL, Visakhapatnam seeking permission to

visit the Defence Plant by your class. [5m]

I.Usesuitablearticlesintheblanksgivenbelow:
1. Aladin Had 

- 

wonderful lamP'
2. The world is haPPY Place
3. He returned after hour.
4. School will shortly ciose for the puja holidays'

Use suitable prepositions in the blanks given below:

1. The buiglar jumped- the compound wall'
2- The village was destroyed ------------------.---__-'- frre'

[4m]

3. What is that me?

4. It cannot be done offence, [4m]

ilI. Use the given conjunction in meaningful sentences of your own:

1. Unless. 2. Unti1. [2ml

toRl

Write an e-mail to your Principa-l to organize a two-day National seminar on

'Engineers daY'in Your coilege.
I. Use Suitable articles in the blanks given below:

1. Sun Shines brightlY
2. I first met him Year ago'

3.Yesterday-Europeanca]ledmeatmyoffice.
[4m]4. Sandkrit is difficult Language .

(b)

(c)

(d)

Ltd. Hyderabad.
fires caused by
to the Managing

[8ml
[7m]

[4ml

[2m1

3(a)

(b)

il.

{c)

{d)

II. Use suitable prepositions in the blanks given below:

1. He sPoke me --_- Urdu'
2. The live

III.
1.

3. I Have known him a long time.
use the given conjunction in meaningful sentences of your own:

how. 2. as.
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4{al Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:

It is wrong to believe that science has totally eclipsed literature with its
inspiring zeal. That literature plays subordinate role to science is equally
untrue. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that science has comparatively a wider
range for its impact on the physical world than literature. But that does not
mean that literature has been incorporated in the realm of science to the extent
that it loses its distinct individuality. The reality is that both co-exist without
the one overshadowing the other, those who think that science has pushed
literature into shade reducing it to a non-entity seem to be simply imaginative
and illogical in the comparisons of their respective merits. It is no doubt
unquestionable that products of science are of greater material value than
those which make anr emotional appea1,, e.g., a bridge is of greater use to the
public than a poem. But thereby one should not ignore the importance of a
poem which will continue to appeal to human mind for time to come. It is
indisputable that a scientihc theory like the one propounded by Einstein is not
without its philosophical import as it lays its impress on the future growth of
literature. But to be effective in this respect, science should unfold its
principles by appealing to human emotions and not through crude and
concrete material facts. Darwin's theory of natural selection in its exposition of
the evolution of man by appeal to emotions and imagination of men has been
conducive to the growth of nineteenth century literature. Mans emotional
attitudes to life and vicissitudes of his fortune are colored not only by his
inherited instincts and faith in his fate but also by his hope in point of
longevity of life and betterment of future prospects. Oriented by a scientific
theory, they give a colour to iiterature.
Literature feeds the emotional and imaginative hunger of man in this
perspective science will not ousi literature but enrich it by its impact on
human life. Science can provide amenities of life for human comfort but fails to
lend or impart spiritual pleasure Deiight that literature instills in man far
transcends the comforts which science provides.
1. What is the basic contribution of science to humankind?
2. What aspect of human life is fulfilled by works of literature?
3. How have Darwin's and Einstein's theories proved conducive to the

growth of literature?
4. How is science friendly and not hostile to the growth of literature?
5. Briefly enumerate the key ideas in the passage. fsml

(b) Listening is the fundamentai step in communication, Explain?
(c) Explain the process involved in reading?

Ism]
Isml

{oR)
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Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:

It is true that the smokers cause some nuisance to the non-smokers, but this
nuisance is physical while the nuisance that the non-smokers cause the
smokers is spiritual. There are, of course, a lot of non-smokers who don't try to
interfere with the smokers. It is sometimes assumed that the non-smokers are
morally superior, not reaJizing the they have missed one of the greatest
pleasures of mankind. I am willing to allow that smoking is a moral weakness,
but on the other hand we must beware of a man without weakness. He is not
to be trusted. He is apt to be always sober and he cannot make a single
mistake. His habits are too regular, his existence too mechanical and his head
always maintains its supremacy over his heart. Much as I like reasonable
persons, I hate completely rational beings. For that reason, I am always Scared
and ill at ease when I enter a house in which there are no ash-trays.
The room is apt to be too clean and orderly, and the people are apt to be

correct and unemotional. No',v the moral and spiritual benefits of smoking have
never been appreciated by these correct, righteous, unemotional and un-poetic
souls. In my opinion the smokers morality is, on the whole, higher than that of
the non-smokers. The man with a pipe in his mouth is the man after my heart.
He is rnore genial, more open-hearted, and he is often brilliant in conversation.
As Thackeray observes, "the pipe draws wisdom from the lips, of the
philosopher and shuts up the mouth of the foolish, it generates a style of
lonversation that is contemplative, thoughtful, benevolent and unaffected."

1. What kind of hardship do a smoker and a non-smoker cause to each other?
2. Why is it wrong to think that a non-smoker is morally superior to a smoker?

3. Why is a man without any moral weakness untrustworthy?
4. What pieasure of life is missed by a non-smoker?
5. What does ThackeraY mean to saY?

(e) trxpiain briefly the various skills in good communication.
(f) Explain the various t5,pes of reading?

5{a) What are the channels of good communication.
{b) Elaborate the process of communication.
(c) Explaln the barriers to effective communication-

toRl

What is the signifi.cance of non-verbaL communication'
What role do 'gestures'play in the process of communication-
Explain the significance of body language in communication.

Ism]
Ism]
Ism]

(d)
(e)

(f)

[5+s+5]
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NUMERICAL METHODS
(Common to all branches)

Max. Marks: 75
Answer all the questions.

All Questions carry equal marks

1(a) Find the eigen values and eigenv..,";; ;;,n" ,orto*g matrix.
[s -2 olttA=ll 2 -31tt
l1 -2 4l

Determine the rank of the following matrices.

[: -3 o.]

n-lt 4 sln-, 
r

l+ 4 8l

(b)

{c)

{7Ml

{8Ml

(d)

2(al

tb)

{oR)

Verify Cayley-Hamilton theorem and hence find the inverse of the matrix.

Ir 2 -3.1ll
A=l 2 I -11l- I (7Ml

L-3 -1 2)
Distinguish between Gauss elirnination and Gauss Seidel Iteration methods. {8M}

Find the solution of f (x) : P - 25 : O using method of false position and Newton
Raphson method. {7M}
Determine the real root of x logro x : 1.2 which lies between 2 and 3 correct to 3
decimal places using Bisection method. {8M}

{oR}

Describe the Newton Raphson method for finding a root of a pol5momial equation
with suitable example. {?Ml
Find the root of the following equation by Successive approximation method
correct to three decimal places. x3 - x2 - 2x + 1:O

3(a) The population of a certain town is shown in the foliowing table.

{8M}

Year L970 1980 1990 20o0 20LO
Population in

Thousands
4A 60 79 l02 r30

Find the rate of growth of the population in 2O0O.

(c)

(d)

Lof2

{7Ml



(b)

{c)

Gi the follo table of val

Estimate the value of f(0.6) using Lagrange interpolation.

(oRl

The following gives the values of tan 0 for interval O.10 < e < O.gO

Calculate the value of A.12.

(d) Explain the Newton's divided difference formula with suitable example.

4(a) Using Simpsons rrle, evalu ate [Sin3 
rdx from the foilowing data.

0

(b) using trapezoidal rule, approdmately calculate the varue ", ffi "rr0
compare with actual value.

{oR}
(c) find {at x: s0 from the foilowing tabte.

dx

{8M}

{7Ml

{8Ml

{7M}

{8Ml

{7M}

(d)

s(a)

(b)

Derive simpson's 1/3 rule for finding Numerical Integration. {8M}

solveyl -x + ywithy(0) : l byusing Picard's method and hencefind y (o.1) and
y (O.21up to third approximation. {ZM}

Use simple Runge-Kutta 4tt'order method to obtain solution to differential
equation + ="y2;y{I)=2 atthe points x: 1.2,x: 1.4 taking h: O.2. {BM}'dx

{oR}

(c) Using Euler's method find the value of y for x: O.2 when yl : log (x+y)
withy(o) :1 

l7Mrl

(d) Fit a parabola, by the method of least squares, to the following method. {SM}

Code: BT2O3
vgrl w1n varues

X o.4 o.5 o.7 o.8
F(x) -o.916 -0.693 -o.357 -o.223

e o.10 0.15 o.20 o.25 o.30
Tan O o. ioo3 o.151 1 o.2027 o.2553 0.3093

X o 2t

4

7f

2

3tt

4

7r

Sin x o.0 o.707t 1.0 o.7071 0.0

x 40 42 44 46 4B 50
F(x) 3.87 4.12 4.36 4.58 4.80 5.8

X I c .J 4 5
Y 5 L2 26 60 100
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DATA STRUCTURES

(Computer Science and Engineering)
Time: 3 hours Max. Marks: 75

Answer all the questions.
All Questions carqr equal marks

1{a) Define the term algorithm. Discuss;;:"" issues involved in study ofalgorithms. tlSMI
(oR)

(b) Explain the terms (i) Data structures. (ii) Abstract Data TVpe. I6Ml(c) Define double linked list Discuss various operations involved in
performing doubie linked list with suitabre examples. IgMl

2(al What is a Deque? Define the ADT for a Deque? IgMl(b) Write a program of deque that includes each function of the ADT
16MI

deque' 
(oR)

(c) Write a program using stack ADT that read,s an infix expression, converts
the expression to postfix form and evaluates the post fix expression. [lSM]

3(a) What are the advantages of externa-l sorting? Bxplain in detail about
the following:
1. Multiway merge 2. PoIy phase merge 3. Replacement selection. tlSMI

(oR)

{Ut Write a program for merge sort ISMI{c) Write a program for Bucket sort iZ*fi

4(a) What is AVL Tree? Write the algorithm to search for an element of
an AVL search Tree? What is its time complexity? tl5Ml

(oR)

(b) Write a recursive algorithm for binary search Tree operations. t15Ml

5(a) What is collision? Explain collision resolution techniques. IISM1
(oR)

(b) Explain the following terms.
(i) Hash function (ii) separate chaining (iii) open addressing
(iv) Rehashing (v) Extendible hashing. tt5Ml

&&&&&&&&&&&&



(c)

(d)

{e)
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' (Electronics and Communication Engineering)
Time: 3 hours Max. Marks: 75

Answer all the questions.
A11 Questions carry equal marks

1(a) What are matter waves? Explain O.- #*;" hypothesis [?M]
{b) State Heisenberg uncertainty Principie. Explain it with two simpie experiments.

(oRr [8Ml

Determine the energr values of particle in a box as application of Schrodinger's
wave equation IsMI
What are the conditions and limitations that the wave function must obey? t4Ml
An electron is bound in one-dimensional box of size 4 x lo-rom. What will be its.
minimum energ/. tSMl
(planks constant : 6.62 x 10-sal sec. and mass of the electron : 9.1 x tO erkg)

2(al Explain the terms: Drift velocit5r, mean free path and relaxation time. tgMl
tb) Explain in detail the quantum free electron theory. [6Ml

{oR}
(c) What is an extrinsic semiconductor? Explain the formation of p-type and n-type

extrinsic semiconductors. [SMl
td) Explain the concept of direct and indirect gap semiconductor. ITM]

3{a) Expiain the terms: Magnetic susceptibility, permeability and magnetic induction.
[6MI(b) Give relation between the magnetic parameters and explain origin of magnetic

moment. 19MI
{oRl

{c) What is ferromagnetism? E4plain ferromagnetism on the basis of domain theory.
[2+8M](d) Give applications of magnetic materials. tSMl

4{a) Describe different tSrpes of polarizations in dielectrics. I12MI(b) The dielectric constant of Helium gas at NTP is 1.0000684. Calculate the
electronic polarizability of He atoms if the gas contains 2.7 x 102s atoms per m3
(eo:8.85x1O-12) IsMI

{oRl
(c) Discuss the frequency dependence of polarizability. [8MI
td) What are ferroelectric materials? Discuss their properties and applications. [7M]

5{a) Discuss various techniques for the synthesis of nano materials. [9MI
(b) Discuss how nanotechnologr is useful in environment and space. [6Ml

(oR)

(c) What are quantum nanostructures? E4plain density of states for various
quantum structures. Give some applications of quantum structure. [15M1
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
(Electrical and Electronics Engineering)

Max. Marks: 75
Answer all the questions.

A11 Questions carr5r equal marks

1(a) Discuss the importance and mean";;"ring environmental awareness. [?M](b) what are the causes and consequences of deforestations? LsMl

{oR)
(c) Discuss the impacts of mining on forests and tribal people. IzMl(d) Write about feftilizer pesticide problems associated with modern agriculture.

[8Ml

[6Ml
[6M]
[3Ml

" Nature has for man's needs and not for man's greed's". Explain.
Write short notes on (i) Global warming. (ii) Water Conservation.

What is man's impact on environment?

(oR)

(d) Define biodiversify. What are its values? I6Ml(e) Discuss the various in-situ and ex-situ means of conservation of biodiversity.
[eM]3(a) Define water pollution. What are the sources and effects of water pollution. [7lt{l(b) Write an essay on indoor air pollution and its control. ISMI

{oR)
(c) Define floods. What are the causes and discuss the control measures. ITM](d) write short notes on (i) Noise pollution. (ii) Nuclear hazards. IsMl

4(a) What is sustainable development? What are the strategies for sustainable
development? tl0Ml

{b) The,principle of living is "To live and Let live" Explain. ISMI

(oR)

2{al Define the term ecosystem. Explain the function of an ecosystem.
(b) Distinguish between producers, consumers and decomposers.
(c) What are ecological pyramids?

(c)

(d)

s(a)

[?Ml
[8MI

[15M1

(b) Write the salient features of the *ffir.vention and control of pollution act,
te74. I15Ml
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Answer all the questions.

A11 questions carry equal marks

I (a) Explain "Parallelogram Larnr' of forces. (S M)
(b) Find the magnitude and direction of the resultant R of four concurrent forces acting as

shown in Fig.1. (tO rI)

lr-rs.u {OR}

State and prove nl.ami's Theorem".
A Rigid bar is subjected to a system of parallel
system of forces to (i) Single force, (ii) A Single
(iii) A Singie force-moment system at B'.

(c)
(d)

2(a) What is 'free body diagram'? Explain with figures.
(b) A smooth right circular cylinder of radius 'r' rests as a horizontal plane

rolling by an inclined string AC of length 2r(Fig. 3).A prismatic bar AB
weight Q is hinged at point A and leans against the roller as shown.
'S'that willbe induced in string AC.

{5 Ml
forces as shown in Fig.2 Reduce the
force-moment system at A',

(10 M)

{4 M}
and is kept from
of length 3r and
Find the tension

{11M)

(c)
(d)

Describe different types of supports that are used to support beams. {6 Ml
A beam AB is supported and loaded as shown in Fig. 4. Determine the reactions at
supports. (9 M)

700

50kN

lFis+l
lFisS

1nf 2



3(a) l,ocate the centroid of a channel section shown in Fig. 5.

100mm

I

I l_
5mm

-50mm-+l

@
(b) Find the coordinates of a semi-circular area of radius 'r'. {6 Ml

toR)
(c) Dbtermine the moment of inertia about centroidal x axis for the "f' Section shown in

Fig. 6. Also find the moment of Inertia about x axis passing through base of the
{15 M}section.

a(a) State Laws of Friction. (3 Ml
(b) A block of weight Wr = 1O00 N rests on a horizontal surface and supports on its top

another block of weight Wz = 250 N. The weight Wz is attached by an inclined string
AB(Fig.7) to the vertical wall. Find the magnitude of horizontaf force P applied to the
lower block to cause slipping
surfaces may be taken as 0.30.

to impend. The coefficient of friction for all contact
(12 Ml

ltru'

{oR}
{c) Block A weighing 1OOO N is to be raised by means of a 15o wedge B weighing 500 N.

Assuming the coefficient of friction between all contact surface to be 0.2, determine
what minimum horizontal force P should be applied to raise the block. Assuming that
there is no friction between the block A and vertical surface and the wedge is of
negligible weight. What is the minimum value of Jr' required for the wedge to be self
locking?( Ref. Fig.8). (15 M)

5(a) Motionof aparticle alongastraightlineis givenbyequation a= 0-2t+2 where
a = acceleration is mls2, t = time in seconds, After 1 second the distance travelled by
the particle and the velocity of the particle were found to be 14.75 m and 6.33m/s.
Find the {i) distalce travelled, (ii) Velocity and (iii) acceleration of the particie after 2
seconds. (1s Ml

(oR)
(b) Ball A of mass 1 kg moving with a veiocity of 2rrrls impinges directly on a ball B of mass

2 kg at rest. Find the velocities of the two balls after the impact assume coefhcient of
restitution, e = 0.5. {e M)

{c) An elevator has a downward acceieration of 1m/sz . What force will be transmitted to
the floor of the elevator by a man weighing 5OO N travelling in the lift? Find the force
exerted if the elevator moves up w"ith an acceleration of 1 rn/s2 . {6 M}

Code I E,l2O4

(e M)

lFissl

lF6' l
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DATA STRUCTURES USING C++
(Information Technologr)

Max. Marks: 75
Answer all the questions.

A11 Questions carry equal marks

1(a)
(b)
(c)

What is a class? How d.o you deline 
"t"r" 

t 
"..What is the difference between "overloading" and "over ridingl?

What is a constructor and destructor?

with a suitable example.

3(a) What are the advantages of Binary search over linear search? Write a
program to search in a list using Binary search.

(oR)

(b) What is a Priority Queue? Give uses of priority Queue.
(c) What is deque? Explain with suitable example.

5(a) i. Explain about DFS?
ii. Differenbe between single and double linked list?

IsMl
[5MI
[5Ml

[15M1

[15M1

tTMl
IsMI

[1oMl
[5Ml

(oR)

(d) What do you mean by data abstraction? [sMI(e) What do you mean by "this" pointer? [3M](f) How a dynamic memory allocation and deallocation is done? [7Ml

2(al What is inheritance? Explain various types of inheritance with suitable
examples. [15M1

(oR)
(b) How a run time poi5rmorphism is achieved using virtual function? Explain

{oR)

(b) Explain Bubble sort with an example and write a program for Bubble
sort. [8Ml

{c) Explain InserLion sort with an example and write a program for Inserlion
sort. [?Ml

4(al Represent a stack using arrays and linked list. I15MI

(oR)

tb) Dehne Binary 
"."r"h t ... Wfr.t are the uuti*" op.r"tiorr" on binary

search tree? Explain in detail with examples. [15M1
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Answer all the questions.

A11 que stion:.:ffiy..._1" al marks

l(a) The resultant of forces p and Q is,R. If Q is doubled R is doubled and R is also doubled if Q is

reversed. show that P: Q: R= ^lZ:{lllZ(b) The resultant of two forces P and Q acting an angle 0 is equal to (2n+1) ^/pt+Qt) iig y!:"_jhey act

an angle (gg-e), the resultant is (2n-1) ./et+qt;.show that tan 0 :n-1/n+1 [7M+8Ml
(oR)

(c) The Determine the resultant of the four coplanar forces shown in fig 1. The coordinates are in

metres.
Determine the angle '0' which will maximize the moment Mo of the 200 N force about the short

axis at O. Also compute M". Refer fig. 2 as shown. {7M+8Ml

Z{a) Three bars pinned together at B and C and supported by hinges at A and D as shown in fig. 3, form

a four link mechanism, Determine the value of 'P' that will prevent motion.

(b) Two cylinders A and B of weights 800N and 400N respectively rest on smooth inclined planel.

They are connected by a bar ofnegligible weight hinged to each cylinder at its centre by smooth

pins. EinA the force 'P' necessary to keep the cylinders in the position as shown in fig' 4.

[7M+8Ml
(oR)

(c) A man weighing 75 N stands on the middle rung of a 25 N ladder resting on a smooth floor and

. against u *utl. ih" ludd"r is prevented from slipping by a string OD. Find the tension in the string

and reactions at A and B as shown in fig' 5. - 
t15Ml

3(a) Refening to fig. 6. Determine the range of values of '0' for which the force 'P' equal to 200N will

move the 300N block' P:0-8
(b) Two rectangular blocks of weight W1 = 150 N and W2 : 100 N are connected by a string and rest

on an inclined plane and on a f,orizontal surflace as shown in fig. 7. The coefficient of friction for

all contiguous surfaces is p: 0.2. Find the magnitude and direction of the least force 'P'at which

the motion of the blocks wilt impend. [7M+8Ml
(oR)

(c) Two blocks ,A, and 'B' areresting against a wall and the floor as shown in fig 8. Find the value of

the horizontal force 'p' applied to tn" lower block that will hold the system in equilibrium'

Coefficients of friction are 0.25 at the floor, 0.3 at the wall and 0.2 between the blocks' [15M1

4(a) Show that the centroid of a semi-circular arc of radius 'R' lies at a distance of
2R

- 
Irom lts

fi

diametrical Position.
(b) Determine t'he coordinates of C.G. of the area OAB shown in fig 9, if the curve OB represents the

equation of the tarabola given by y = Kxt. [7M+8Ml
(oR)

(c) Determine the coordinates of the centroid of the shaded area as shown in fig' 10

(d) A body is made up of a hemisphere and a cone each of radius 'r'. The hemispherical surface of the

body rests on a irorizontal piane. What should be the greatest height of the cone so that the

combined body of the hemisphere and the cone may stand upright' [7M+8Ml

5(a) Show that the moment of inertia of a semicircle of radius 'R' is 0.1 I Ra with respect to centroidal

axis parallel to the diameter' c , ., - ,,: ^ ^c ^(b) prove the parallel axis theorem in the determination of moment of inertia of areas with the help of
t7M+SM|a neat sketch. 

(OR)

(c) A composite area is formed by cutting a circular hole in a triangle rectangle combination as shown

in fig.11. Find the moment ofinertia Jf th" ut.u about the base AI|' [15M1
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1' (a) A circle of 50 mm diameter rolls on another circle of 17 5 mmdiameter. Drawand name the curves traced out by two points Q and S lying on a straight line S1rltrough the centre c of the rolring circle arrd ,espert ively 20 mm and 35 ;; f; 
sJ ' /

it, when it rols (i) outside and (ii) insicre the other circle.

::ir?:ilneat 
sketches and name the different porygons using Geometricai f dl

(oR)
(4 A line pA. : r2a.T-_-rong ro's. without slipping on rhe periphery of asemicircie cf diameter AB 70 *,*. I"iti*lly, the [n" ii tangential to ttr" circie ai,q Tr"rsuch that AP : 100 mm' Draw the locus of one end of the line and narne the ,
curve.

i$ oraw a straight line AB of any length. Mark a point F, 65 mm from AB. Trace n ^the paths of a point P moving in such away, that the ratio of its distance ;";; 
g fi)

poinr F, to its disrance from AB is (i) 1; (ii) 3:2; @v@. plor at reast g pornts.
Name each curve' Draw a normai and a tangent to each curve at a point on it, 50
mm from F.

.1 (a) Draw the projections of a 75 mm long line parailel to both the re1 
plunes- Th" l;* is 20 mm behind the vp and 40 mm below the Hp. 'ference 4 M(b) Draw the projections of a 60 mm rong rine parailel to the Fperpendicular to the vp. The line is 10 mm aboie the Hp and one end of ris 20 mm in rronr orrhe vp. r, io n",* iil'i. ii:".#":L':#.i:""ff. ,1l3 G v1

(c) A point A is situated in the first quadrant. Its shortest distance from the ,. tuintersection point of H.p., v.p. and auxiliary piane is 60 mm and it i. "q.id;r;;":; 
b $1

from the principal plarfs. Draw the projections of the point and determine its
ciistance from lhe princi/pal planes.

(0R)

!$ A point P is 20 mm beiow H.P. and lies in the third quadranr. Irs shorlesr I r..,D\-1distance from xy is 40 mm. Draw its projections.
(sTwo pegs fixed on a wall are 4.5 meters apart. The distance between the pegs
measpred putuil"l to trre floor is 3.6 meters. If one'peg is 1.5 meters above the
floor, find the height of the second peg and the inclination of the line ioinino the



7-. (a) The top view of a75 mm long line cD measures 50 mm. c is 50 mm in
front of v.P. and 15 mm below th; H.P. D is 15 mm in front of V.p. ffi ;; T f,iabove the H.P. Draw the front view of CD anci find its inclinations with the H.p.
and the V.P. Show also its traces.

(b) Draw the projections of a 90 mm iong line inclined to the Vp and paraliel to E *
the HP. The line is l0 mm below the HP. One end of the line is 15 mm i" noni of 6 lf
theVP and the other end is 40 mm behind the VP. Find the inclination of the line
with the VP. ( 6 marks)

(oR)

. (@) A line AB is in the first quadrant. Its end A and B are 20 mm and 60 mm in
front of the V.P' respectively. The distance between the end projectors is 75 mm. f h,\
The line is inciined at 300 to the H.p. and its H.T. is l0 mm above xy. Draw the
projections of AB and determine its true rength and the V.T.

6J-1 rne projections of the encls of a line pe are 90 mm apart. p is 20 mm above
the H.P. while Q is 45 mm behind the V.P. The H.T. and the V.T. of the line '1 f"|
coincide with each other on xy, between the two end projectors and 35 mm away
from the projector of the end P. Draw the projections of PQ and determine its true
length and inclinations with the two planes.

(a) A composite piate of negligible thickress is made-up of a rectangle 60 mm X
40 n'm, and a semi-circle on its longer side. Draw its piojections whln the longer {,t{
side is parailel to the H.P. and inclined at 450 to the v.p. ttre surface of the p[te
making 300 wirh lhe H.P.
(b) A semi-circuiar plate of 80 mm diameter has its straight edge in the V.p. n
and incline d, at 450 to the H.P. The surface of the plate make, un ungt. of 300 with K I\
the V.P. Draw its projections.

(oR)

(C) Draw the projections of a rhombus having diagonals 125 mm and 50 mm lons. .'1-
the smalier diagonal 

^of 
which is parallel to both the principai planes, while th"e 

g$t
other is inclined at 30u to rhe H.p.
(;-4 a 600 set-square ol 125 mm longest side is so kept that the longest side is in
the H-P. making an angle of 300 with the V.P. and the set-square itself inclined ar ? l't
450 to the H.P. Draw the projections of the set-square.

, tr (a) Draw three views of an earthen flor^rer pot, 25 cm diameter at the top, 15 cm 4
diameter at the bottom, 30 cm high and 2.5 cm thick, when its axis makes an 6 ry
angle of 300 with the vertical.

(b) Draw three views of a cone, base 50 mm diameter and axis 75 mm long, lU1
having one of its generators in the V.p.

(oR)

(4) A tetrahedron of 75 mm iong edges has one edge parallel to the H.p. and
inciined at 450 to th'e V.P. while a face containing that edge is vertical. Draw its
proj ections.

f"!-a triangle pyramicl, base on the H.P. and an edge of the base inclined at 450 to
the v.P.; the apex 40 mm in front of the v.P. Assume a side of the base 40 mm
long or the diameter of the base 50 rnm long and the axis 65 mm long and Draw

1.

{q

the projections.

g{"1
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Describe Hall Effect with neat diagram. How it helps in determining the
properties of semiconductor? (8 M)
Write the volt-ampere equation for a PN diode. Indicate a-11 the
parameters. {7 M}

(oR)
Draw the V-I characteristics of zener diode and explain its working.(7 M)
What is tunneling phenomena? Explain with the help of ener$/ bond

1(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

2(al
(b)

diagrams.
Define ripple factor and rectification efficiency.
Draw full wave bridge rectifier circuit and expiain
wave forms.

(8 M)
(6 M)

its functioning with neat
(e M)

(e M)
filters.

(6 M)

(oR)
(c) Derive ripple factor of a full wave rectifier with capacitive filter.
(d) Compare the performance of Inductive, L-section and z - section

3(a) Define o, B and y of a transistor and derive the relation arnong them.(7 M)

(b) Explain the constructional details of Enhancement MOSFET and explain
its working with the help of neat diagrams. {8 M)

(c) What are the advantages and ot"!?Tlttages of FET over BJT (6 M)
(d) Draw the input and output characteristics of CB transistor indicating all

the regions of operation and explain its working.

L of 2

(e M)



4(a)
(b)

Code: EC2O5/CS2O5/EI?OS I lT2Os

(s M)
(10 M)

(c) In a colrector to base biased cg lffirrfier, Vcc = 2ov, Vee = o.2y,F = 100
and the operating point is chosen such that Vcs : 10.4V and Ic = 9.9 mA.

Determine tl e values of Re, Rc and:stability factor. (e M)

Draw a circuit of diode compensation and explain its working. {6 M)

Draw the L-Parameter representation of a transistor and
indicate all the parameters. (6 M)

Derive the equations for voitage gain, current gain, input impedance and
output impedance of CE amplifier. (9 M)

(oR)
For a CB transistor amplifier driven by voltage source of internal
resistance Rs = 12000 and ioad resistance RL = 10O0O. The h parameters
are hiu = 22{), hrb = 3 x 1O-a, hm = -0.98 and hob = O.SpA/V. Compute the
current gain'Ar, input impedanc" Ri, voltage gain Av, overall gain Avs,

overall current gain Ars, output impedance Ro and power gain Ae using
exact analysis and approximate analysis. (1s M)

####

Wnat is operating point ? Explain its importance.
Derive the stability factor for self bias circuit.

(d)

s(a)

(b)

(c)

2of2
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, ,,. ,, , Arls!.rer ali..the questrions. ., : . . ' ,, ..,,, .i,: :

';,,,,,AltiQuesti6ns".ceiry equal,'matks .':,' ::

l{a)
(b)

trxpLain unilateral
Calculate Vat and

elements and
I

elements wilh exarople- {6 i\,{)

(9 I\'{)

{D r,'1J

(7 M)

/r\r)l(oR)

[:i 3:1:A,fTlii'J:J"']'llf l; l'.i r) rre ^ Sis ances I lll
2{er} Stale and e:.1tLain li'arada-i,'s Lar,.'s of e Leciiomagnetrc induction- {6 Mi
{b} An i:-on nng has a firean cliamcler ot-15 cn.t, a cross-section,o{ 20 curl'and a

radia-l gap of O.5 rrun cut in it. It is uniforml]'rr.'ound ri'itir 1500 t'-rrns of
insulated riirc and a magn''i-rziriq,'urreirl ol IA produccs a magneLrc ty"_p:__
lbA rvU. NegLecling tl-Le effecl oi magne tic leakage ancl fringing. CalcuLate
{i} Relucta,nce of tite magiretrc circuil and (ii) relative permeabilitv of lron (9 h,tJ

/(-)ul

tc) Dcfine H;'stercsis Loss r,-nd d.; ii',' Ill'stercsis povrer loss.
(d) Obtain tlre efleci ivc irrduciarl,'c ci r,lrr cir-cuit shorvn beloi..'

--t'- - tI t zf/ - 'I I;' r\
r-\ 4 . j,

.r, {__,) jo j. _, \, J , ..
\i\llL) -:-.

3(:.) ErpL.rLn in cletari Sinusoidal rc:rironse oi parallei R I- Circr-Lrl. {B NT)

{b) A corl is connected in series i,.rlh a non-Lrductj ve resislance of 30 () across
21OV, SOHz supply. 'i'he rt--,,i;:g oi a i-oilrnclcr acfoss Lire coil is I80 V ano
ac.ross the resistance is 130\r. Calculaie ii) Po-,ver airscrbed by the corl (ii)

inductancc of Lhe coLJ, (ui) rcsista'ncc oi riLu coii and {ir'} porver lactor of the
rvhole circuil



r:..-it . 
. 

.::;,i1.:.rlti

1C1it'gry'ntras value, average r1a1ue, form factor ald exlplain signr{icance as fonr-r',facior-.:'.:.\ (6M)
101: n"Cii:cuii:|ravile a'icbistance of 6f) ald inductive,reacLance,of Bo:,is'co.rie.tiia.,..;; :,..,.....,i,.,.in parallel .withianother circr-iit having a"rcsistanc-e of Bor3,1d a capacitir.e

rpabtrtr."' si. 6A the pqratiel circuit', is-""nr.re.t.a' iCr.'"t,'ZCIOV. 
t'iO:H, 

li;nfr.
Calculaie (i) 'Supply currcht,,; (ii)Porver,"factor of,,Lhe,whole,ciicuit, (iii)eower
cons+rned,-(iV) the,resistalce and reaetar,ice of a series circuit which'*tU irf."

:::!-:,.r':-:' :\-
r::\:

J n\J - --:t !!r../,

(e,M)

(7 M)
(B M)

the same curren{ aL.t-}re satne p.f,: ab t}re parallel circuit.
a(ai. D-"!T.g,-_{,:4reririie:bliegf€Ssion:fo'r,Q,oi,nh,'itidtrcLor. On rvhat factors the,.e,of

.. .' 1,coil:depends , 
1a,V1(b) For the 

^qirc;il 
sho'wn.:beLoo+;,.a.t"afr :'ijee,.:frequency at v",hich tfr. "iiJrit, i resonates.'-Also,'frn-diithe,vol-tage acrgp_g;rnducfo4,.at;r:esonadrce a:rd the q factor

of the circuit (7 MI

:".:)'"'
ic) Dr1\nllocusdiagrarns lor 

(oR)' 
{s I\4)

a) Scrics R 1., R-C, ir) l,a.r-ailcl R L. R C
(d) A series RLC ciicuit cottsists of rcsislancc R 20, iu ducianrce, i -O.OlH arrd

capacita-nce, C : o o'l 1rF. Calculate Lheifrequencl, "i.";;;;",ir1 io v"rra;l
frcquencl' equai to |he fieclue nc5, ol r-esonalee ,is,,+pplled ,to:'. tfr1s.:,circuit,
calculate t}'re values of.\rc..a1.Ld'\4L,acr,oss ,c,'and, L,']r,,'iS '"utrve\i ,,p-frr.i"i-
frequencies aL \vhiclr urcs,'r'tlliagcs VC a-nd Vi. ar-- maxilnum? (T M)

5(a) trxplain,the.proccdrlr:e acloptcci to lurcl lhe dual of anetrvork- (O M)'
(b) Foi-tl-re belorv nei-uroi-l<, di.arr',the glapl'r ancl choose a po's,sible tree. Construct

tlrc basic 1ic sci scir,-'dulc. \\.'rii,'tirc equeliolrs ior Urc branch currerrts arrrl irr
Lerms oi lhe Jinli cttrrcnls a,nd ii-, ite sellarel ely thc indei;endcnt equaLiorrs (9 M)

; ----1(rll!'!i;:.:-:-'a
l-:

\ .. /- \-.'
\:ttl:

V"

/'
:. l.

tri)::.1,:

(otr)
{c) trxplain ilre procedr-rre for- obtaining fundarnental tue set nafu'ix of a pyvel

nctu,or i<.

Drarv the dual of l]re follou'ilg netrvork ald rr".rite lhe procedure
:

. ., I ^' ,',l'1 ',.'. . ,,t.l.,.,i".,,1, -:::.::,.trr.i.:.i

r, ,.i,..,,-,i- 
. -i i _1 ,

{d)


